20 Years Porsche Tequipment
Accessories for your Cayenne

SPORT PLUS mode retrofit

An established part of our programme for 20 years:
driving pleasure retrofitted.
A Porsche stands for enjoyment at the

products. Helping to turn a sports car into

Conceived with the complete vehicle in

With your Porsche, you’ve already made

SPORT PLUS mode retrofit1

(PSM) and Porsche Traction Management

wheel, sports car emotions, unmistakable

a sports car that is specifically adapted to

mind and tailored to your particular

your dream come true. Now it’s time to live

Why not enhance the dynamics at the

(PTM) systems. Also includes

design and, of course, impressive perfor

your life. Whatever your plans.

Porsche. The result: a range of

it. You will find the relevant accessories

push of a button? The SPORT PLUS

Performance Start function and

exceptional products with which you can

from Porsche Tequipment on the following

button can be activated at any time for an

performance display in PCM and the

pages.

even sportier set-up of the engine and

instrument cluster.

mance. As well as your idea of how this
should be expressed. Visually, tangibly and

Right from the start, Porsche Tequipment

refine your Porsche to suit your own

audibly. In short: how it can best fit in with

products have to meet the same

individual requirements. Fitted after

suspension, including throttle response

you and your activities – 365 days a year.

standards as our vehicles: developed,

delivery. With no fuss. And, above all,

as well as Porsche Stability Management

tested and inspected in Weissach. By the

with typical Porsche quality.

This is what Porsche Tequipment has been

same Porsche engineers and designers

offering for 20 years with its high-quality

responsible for creating each model.
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Only in conjunction with PCM. Does not include Sport
Chrono timer.

Stainless steel skid plate (front)

Stainless steel skid plate (rear)

Stainless steel skid plate (front)

skid plate has been carefully selected

Stainless steel skid plate (rear)

Striking at first glance. Even more

to complement the metallic features of

Consistently sporty. The rear skid plate

refined upon closer inspection. With

the Cayenne and installation does not

in stainless steel adds a striking touch to

the front skid plate in stainless steel,

affect the vehicle's approach angle.

the rear of your Cayenne. Together with

your Cayenne cuts a stylish figure,

Recommended in conjunction with the

the optional stainless steel skid plate

both on the road and when parked

stainless steel skid plate (rear).

(front), it helps to show your Cayenne in

outside your door. The colour of the

the best possible light.

Fuel consumption in l/100 km urban 15.9–7.6 · extra urban 8.9–6.0 · combined 11.5–6.6; CO2 emissions in g/km 267–173
Cayenne S E-Hybrid: fuel consumption in l/100 km combined 3.4; electricity consumption in kWh/100 km combined 20.8; CO2 emissions in g/km 79

